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About the exhibition

WorldFood Kazakhstan is a platform for

Build your brand
Create a positive image of 

your company/brand 
through effective networking 

and promotional 
opportunities onsite. 

Enter the Central Asian 
market

The event facilitates entry into  
Central Asia by congregating 

the right food industry 
contacts under one roof.

Assess demand
The perfect event to 

assess the market and 
find out potential 

demand for your goods 
and services. 

establishing business contacts between the manufacturers and 
suppliers of food products and drinks; distributors, dealers and 
retailers from Kazakhstan and the neighbouring Central Asian 
countries. In addition, suppliers and manufacturers of ingredients and 
equipment; technology and service providers; production managers 
and senior executives attend. 

Why attend? 
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Facts & figures
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WorldFood Kazakhstan is the largest exhibition in Central 
Asia specialising in food and drink manufacturing and sales. 

2015 Event Statistics 

Geography of visitors
95% of the visitors came 

from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan 
and Uzbekistan

7,553.65 sqm of exhibition space (gross)

402 exhibiting companies

5,507 food industry professionals

The venue
Atakent International 

Exhibition Centre
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Exhibition features
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Exhibition sectors  

The exhibition was visited by official delegations representing:  
>  The Ministry of Agriculture of Kazakhstan
>  The Ministry of Agriculture of Czech Republic
>  The Agricultural Market Agency of Poland
as well as delegations of entrepreneurs, farmers and manufacturers from:

Kyrgyzstan, Almaty, Zhambyl and the South Kazakhstan region

Food and drinks Equipment and 
technologies

Ingredients Bakery

High profile 
associations and 

government bodies 
attend WorldFood 

Kazakhstan, maximizing 
publicity opportunities.
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Exhibiting delegations 
attend to source the 

latest products on the 
market. 
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Special events at the exhibition:

• Professional competition/tasting event ‘The Best Product of WorldFood

Kazakhstan 2015’

• Retail Centre – dedicated area for pre-arranged meetings between retailers 

and exhibitors

• Roundtable discussion ‘Food Industry and Current Market Conditions, 

National Manufacturing and Optimization’

• Workshop on opportunities for export sales 

AgroWorld Kazakhstan 2015 – Agriculture – www.agroworld.kz

KazUpack 2015 – Packaging, Tare, Label – www.kazupack.kz

CleanExpo Kazakhstan 2015 – Cleaning industry – www.cleanexpo.kz

Horex Kazakhstan 2015 – Everything for hotels, restaurants, supermarkets – www.horexexpo.kz

Co-located exhibitions

Expanding of opportunities 
to  exponents

and visitors
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Exhibition features

Co-located events 
allow for inter-industry 

networking.

http://www.agroworld.kz/
http://www.kazupack.kz/
http://www.cleanexpo.kz/
http://www.horexexpo.kz/


Exhibition visitors
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Visitor Job Titles

46% - CEO 
24% - Purchase Manager 
13% - Production Manager 
12% - Production Engineer 
4% - Supply Manager 

60% of the visitors stated 
WorldFood Kazakhstan plays 
an important role in solving 

their business problems. 

58% of visitors plan to 
confirm contracts as a result 
of attending the exhibition.

For each exhibitor there 
were three visitors that 

planned to make a 
purchasing decision. 

5,507 food industry professionals attend
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33%

23%

18%

8%

5%

5%

5%

4%

Retail

Manufacturers of food products

Distributors

Cafes, bars, restaurants

Dealers

Drink manufacturers

Suppliers of ingredients

Farmers

Statistics taken from the WorldFood Kazakhstan visitor survey
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Visitors by area of interest:

59% - Food products 
11% - Equipment for food and drinks manufacturing
6%  - Food additives and ingredients 
6%  - Beverages: alcoholic, soft drinks, tea and coffee 
5%  - Packaging materials and equipment 
5%  - Shipping and logistics 
3%  - Refrigerating equipment 
3%  - Everything for bread baking (ingredients, equipment and utensils) 
1%  - Supermarket equipment 
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Exhibition visitors

Statistics taken from the WorldFood Kazakhstan visitor survey



Exhibitors
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71% of the participants 
considered the exhibition 
important for achieving 

their business objectives.

On average each participant 
established 45 potential new 

clients at the exhibition.

402 exhibiting companies from 36 countries

85% of the participants were satisfied with the exhibition 
and plan to take part next year 

62% of the participants state that they achieved
their objectives at the exhibition
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Special events of the exhibition
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Direct negotiations were held 
between representatives of 

Kazakhstan's retail chains and 
exhibiting companies. 

Participants were able to assess 
product demand and discuss 

special rates. 

Retail Centre – connecting exhibitors with Kazakhstan retailers

247 meetings took place during 
the Retail Centre. 

Retailers were interested in the following categories :
Groceries  meat products confectionery fish  dairy products  tea and 
coffee  juices and water  fruits and vegetables  alcoholic beverages

AАS – FOOD
GREEN Mart
Galmart
INTERFOOD
KenMart

List of attending retailers: 
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METRO Cash&Carry
RAMSTORE KAZAKHSTAN
SMALL
ТД «СЕМЬ ДНЕЙ» / TH “SEVEN DAYS”
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Professional food tasting event (3rd November, Atakent Expocentre)
‘Best Product of WorldFood Kazakhstan 2015’

Official support of the event
Kazakhstan Food Academy

106 food products and drinks from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Russia 
took part in the competition. They presented the following:

Flour  Macaroni, pasta and noodles  Cereals  Eggs  Meat and fish 
Sausages  Canned meat and fish  Tea and coffee  Juices and soft drinks 

Water  Ice cream  Butter, fat and oil products  Syrups and toppings 
Canned products  Milk products  Fermented milk products  Alcoholic drinks

36 golden medals were awarded to the winners of the competition
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Special events of the exhibition
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Roundtable discussion: Food Industry and Current Market Conditions,  
National Manufacturing and Optimisation

A single venue for discussing 
world trends affecting 

Kazakhstan's food industry

Topics of the roundtable discussion: 
• Problems and prospects of the food industry in Kazakhstan
• A programme for supporting food manufacturers in Kazakhstan
• The country’s food security and nutrition of the nation
• Current world trends in bread baking and confectionery 
• Modern ingredients and equipment for pastry baking
• Modernisation in bread baking in the Post-Soviet states: ‘ Evolution of the 

industry. Subsidised bread as a current trend’

Participants of the roundtable 
discussion included: 

representatives of government 
bodies, manufacturers of 

ingredients, food production 
experts and researchers
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“Some of the Hungarian 
companies represented at our 

stand have already signed 
contracts. We are very happy to 

be present at this exhibition.”
- Jozsef Urban, Exhibition 

organiser, Hungarian National 
Group

“We took part in the exhibition 
for the first time and it was very 
useful. We’ve made many useful 

contacts, received a lot of 
proposals and plan to develop 
our business in Central Asia.”

Emauel Maruzi, Arneg, Italian 
Group

“We found very many new partners and customers at the exhibition; it was a 
great place to improve our image. We also communicated with our old 
customers here who saw that we came to this market with serious intentions 
and for a long time. Thank you for this exhibition, we were very happy to take 
part.” – Viktor Melnikov,  Sales Director, Heat Cool

“We take part in the WorldFood Kazakhstan exhibition each year. We like it 
because it’s a great experience for us, and it’s a large venue for dialogues 
with our prospective partners. I may say that the organisation of the 
exhibition is on a high level. WorldFood Kazakhstan is one of the best 
exhibitions where we can find our potential customers. I would like to thank 
the Iteca Company who organised the exhibition. It was very pleasant to 
work here and we look forward to further cooperation,”- Alibek Mukhitov, 
Deputy Head of Sales Department, Rybprom

“In such a short period - only 
two days – we’ve got many new 

potential customers, new 
acquaintances and projects. 
We’re happy with everything 
here, and this year there are 
even more visitors,” - Maria 
Shulga, Manager, Kholodom
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NEXT YEAR! 

WorldFood Kazakhstan will have a new look for 2016

Increase the event’s 
educational content

Expanding business 
contacts at the 

exhibition

Improve the 
knowledge and 

understanding of 
how to do business 

in Kazakhstan 
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The event will extend the B2B business programme

Why?
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We look forward to seeing you in 2016!
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